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Prayer
Heavenly Father! On this day, June 14, 1999, at quarter past one in the afternoon, the historic moment has
come when the proclamation of the victorious cosmic liberation in the names of the True Father and True
Parents can be made standing here before You. Also the declaration of welcome for the victorious True
Parents representing heaven and earth can be made, based on the Congratulatory Declaration of the True
Parents' East-West (Global) Victory on May 30.
I am aware of the anguish long-harbored deep within Your heart, which could not be dissolved by anyone
in the past. Every moment of the sad history of sin committed in front of You ever since the time of the
first ancestors is buried inside Your heart.
I know that many difficulties arose in Your mind as You had to watch Satan accusing, cursing and
ridiculing You. In order to resolve this, You endeavored to form the tribe of love that could inherit God's
lineage. You intended it to be centered on the family of perfected Adam, developing into a people, a
nation, and finally a world of true love to begin Your kingdom on earth and in heaven. However, the
providential course to establish this ideal faced continual failure.
Satan has now finally been brought to submission, as a result of which a new era of global liberation has
dawned wherein You can establish control of everything that is on Satan's side by actively exercising
Your creative authority. Heavenly Father, we are truly grateful for Your grace in permitting us this time
of the Congratulatory Declaration of True Parents' Cosmic Victory as the vertical foundation, along with
the Congratulatory Declaration of True Parents' East-West (Global) Victory as the horizontal foundation.
Under Your guidance, Heavenly Father, from this day forward we can begin to reverse Satan's threats and
intimidation. He has been cutting people down, dragging them to the scaffold, and dooming them to hell.
We welcome the era of freedom and liberation in which families blessed in the spirit world can come to
their descendants to inspire them and reprimand them in turn to lead them, by force if necessary, to
heaven rather than hell.

The era has now arrived in which, by Your attaining control over the nations that connect together all of
struggling humanity, they can become Your tribe, part of Your lineage, in front of the eternal sovereignty
of love.
As Your trans-national family they can liberate all humanity, liberate the spirit world, as well as the True
Parents and Yourself. This liberation will remove the position of the servant so as to liberate everything to
rise even beyond the original ideal of creation, where You can have sympathy for Satan. In front of Your
authority, True Parents dedicate this era.
Please therefore exercise Your power through this liberated sovereignty, moving between earth and the
spirit world. With righteous judgment establish Your kingship of love, goodness, and Your independent
dominion, and thus become the eternal King of love and Ruler of the universe, bequeathing to us eternal
immortality of love.
The True Parents pledge to govern and teach those on earth the path that they should follow to fulfill the
duties of Your filial sons and daughters, patriots, saints, and divine sons and daughters. By guiding them
to become a part of Your kindred having dominion over Your blessed kingdom, True Parents will raise
them to become eternal heirs to Your kingdom on earth and in heaven.
Please accept all glory and honor and appoint this day as the day of proclamation. Please exercise Your
autonomous right of the kingship of goodness, whereby everything will turn out as You wish. We desire
You to do so, again and again and again, and proclaim and declare this in the name of the True Parents!
Amen! Amen! Amen!
I Lived My Life for the Liberation of the Will of God
I have lived my whole life for the liberation of the Will. The mission of the Messiah entails being born for
the liberation of the Will, living only for the Will, and accomplishing it. This means liberating God's
kingdom and God Himself.
Next comes the liberation of this world, Satan's prison, where humankind is held in the bondage of
Satan's lineage through fallen parents. Following this comes the liberation of all creation, the creation
which is now lamenting.
In order to connect God's Will to the farthest reaches of the cosmos, I offered special devotions from May
13 to 15, 1998, in the Pantanal. On that foundation, the proclamation of cosmic liberation was made on
May 14 of this year (1999).
Then the horizontal foundation was laid by instituting the Day of Congratulations for True Parents' EastWest (Global) Victory at Belvedere on May 30, the day they returned to the United States. The vertical
proclamation, the Declaration of the True Parents' Cosmic Victory, signifies that historical
indemnification is completed and God is now restored to a state of freedom from anxiety. He can be
welcomed wherever He goes in this world, including in all families of the Garden of Eden.
The ultimate conclusion of the providence is the perfection of Adam. What does this tell us? It tells us
that the first Adam failed to fulfill the original responsibility given to him. This God-given responsibility
is the original basis, the very cornerstone of the family, tribe, people, nation, and God's kingdom on earth
and in heaven. However, this cornerstone was defiled and must be cleansed. Everything must be purified,
including the spiritual and physical worlds.
The lineage was defiled through false love when the archangel took dominion over Eve, who then took
dominion over Adam in a reversal of the proper order... Since God is the Parent with children of the
defiled lineage, He likewise cannot avoid being in the reverse position, having nowhere to go. Think
about it: He is imprisoned. Who on earth knows that God cannot enter the human world? How can He be
in such a position?
After God invested billions of years in the creation, Adam and Eve were created as His only son and
daughter. How great, then, was God's sorrow when He lost His only son and daughter after billions of
years? Moreover, the inherited tradition of love that should have been established was also lost. God
could not express His love. He was not able to love His beloved son and daughter even though they were
standing right before Him because they had cut off the path through which He could love them. Who can
take away His grief? A perfected Adam has to resolve this.
…
The Era of Indemnity Is Ended

The era of the arduous course of indemnity is ended. The important thing now is for you to have absolute
faith. God began His creation of the universe with absolute faith. Only on the foundation built with
absolute faith can absolute love be created and then perfected. Therefore you need to invest absolute love
with absolute faith.
With such precious love God sought the family of perfected Adam for thousands of years, repeating
restoration through indemnity throughout history, giving and forgetting again and again. He cherishes a
desire for His object to be billions of times better than Himself. You should truly appreciate His
endeavors and become families that can liberate Him and of whom He can be proud.
The mere fact that the Declaration of Congratulations for True Parents' Cosmic Victory could be made
shows that the foundation of gratitude before God, the True Parents and heaven and earth now extends
goes beyond the scope of God's hope when He created the universe.
It also shows that the victorious hearts of God and the True Parents yearn for the era of the fourth Adam
to inherit the entire world and secure something greater than that of perfected Adam. During their lives
the True Parents' must liberate God by following the path to perfection that is even hundreds of times
more severe than Adam's original course. They must do so with a fully devoted heart that surpasses even
God's love.
After completing that path they must stand in the position of filial sons and daughters in the family,
patriots in the nation, saints in the world, and God's divine sons and daughters, and thus inherit everything
from Him. In order for us to accomplish this, we must offer everything.
My conclusion is that, once we have offered all those things, God can bequeath everything to us with this
eternal victory for all generations. Even the eternal God could not ask for more. He will then be able to
exercise global, victorious authority, overcoming His anguish over the Fall. Satan's defiled lineage should
be eliminated completely, leaving no trace.

